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Getting jewelry for your main squeeze is a great way to say "I love you." And it doesn't have to be
expensive to get the point across. Sometimes, the meaning behind the piece means a lot more than
how much you were willing to spend on it. That's the philosophy behind Dogeared Jewelry . This
company has been designing trendy pieces with meaning, and it's only getting more popular as
more and more people discover its quirky appeal. Whether you're interested in buying Dogeared
necklaces , bracelets, or earrings, you're sure to find the perfect piece for your loved one, or even
for yourself..

Designer Marcia Maizel-Clarke has been designing jewelry for over twenty years. Dogeared Jewelry
was founded in 1991, and it has really taken off since then. The foundational philosophy of the
brand is that what goes around comes around, so it's committed to supporting the environment and
social change as well. It's amazing to think about the love and positive thoughts that go into the
making of so many Dogeared necklaces. This jewelry is how the company sends positive energy
out into the universe, and Maizel-Clarke and the company are certain that the goodness they send
out will return to them in full measure.

The design style of Dogeared Jewelry is heavily influenced by California's free spirit and natural
beauty. There's a clean simplicity to the lines of their designs, and it pays the wearer the great
compliment of enhancing the appearance without overwhelming it. Dogeared necklaces come in a
wide variety of lines and collections, and you can even use them to wish someone a particular
blessing through its Make a Wish collection, such as peace, music, or even "Can I Get a Whoot!
Whoot!" There's no limit to the positive thoughts you can send someone's way by giving them a
Dogeared piece.

Dogeared Jewelry is about more than just accessorizing. The heart behind these pieces is to spread
love and good cheer to all those who wear and see Dogeared necklaces and other pieces. The truth
is that it's fairly simple to spread a little good karma through the universe, and it can all start with the
smile that comes to someone's face when they receive a special piece of jewelry. You can bet that
the smile will come back to you in full force. When it comes to jewelry, giving is receiving in a lot of
ways.
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